Slide into January
Intel Chip
Paint a 2" wooden square dark gray. Let dry. When the paint dries, paint in
white "Intel". Let dry. Then attach a piece of PVC pipe to the back with hot glue.

Computer Mouse
Using pattern cut 1 body and 2 ears out of foam. Cut 1 body out of cardboard. Glue
foam body to cardboard. Glue ears into to place on body. Glue 2 wiggle eyes in place.
Then hot glue Let dry. Cut a 2" piece of gray chenille (pipe cleaner) wire. Bend wire into a
,\
fish hook shape. Glue long-end to back of body using hot glue.
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Hands of Time
Paint surface of a 2" circle. let dry. Paint edge black or brown. Carefully paint
numbers for a clock face on to white. You may wish to mark in pencil the quarter hour
positions to help place numbers correctly. Let dry. Cut hands using pattern from black foam.
Lay hour hand on top of minute hand. Tack onto circle using an Upholstery tack. Be sure tack
is secure but not coming out of back of slide. Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to the back.

Beaded Slide
Need:

1 112 yds yellow flat plastic lacing
pony beads: 15 blue, 9 yellow
scissors

1. Slip one end of the lacing through a blue pony bead and bring the ends together with
the bead at the fold. Slip two more blue beads onto one end of the lacing. Thread the other
lacing end through those tow beads from the opposite side, pUll up, and slide the two beads up
to the first bead.
2. Repeat step 1 and continually add one more bead to each row. Add yellow beads to
form a diamond shape. Your longest row will nave five beads. After completing this row,
continue to subtract one bead from each row until you have two blue beads.
3. Bring on lacing end through the first bead and tie the lacing in a tight overhand knot
close to the beads. Repeat with other lacing. Work the ends of the lacing back through several
beads in each direction. Trim off the excess lacing. Wear.
Found in CooIKJds' Crafts by Beth MacDonald

Taco
Cut 1 4" circle from tan foam. Glue green krinkle paper strips to the center with some
going off edge of the foam. Fold foam in half with paper "lettuce" on the inside. Glue top half
edge together with hot glue. Hot glue an piece of PVC pipe onto back.

Pizza
Cut 1 4" circle from a piece of cardboard and from yellow foam. Glue together and let
dry. Cut 1 3 112" circle from red foam using scallop edge scissors (or cut rough scallop edge).
Cut three to four 112" circles from brown foam. Glue red to topside of yellow. Glue brown ton top
of the red placing as sausage. Using yellow glue, "paint" cheese on top of pizza. Let dry.
When dry, hot glue PVC pipe onto top part of back.
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Pompom Spider
Hot glue a curtain ring into the back of a 1 112" black pompom. Glue on 1" pompom for
the head. Glue on eight 3" black pipe cleaners (use hot glue to illuminate dry time) four on
each side of the head. Glue on wiggle eye. Let dry. Form the legs. Wear

Froggy
Need: Forester Woodsie shapes (2 large hearts, 1 large oval, 2 small stars)
green and yellow paint
2 12mm wiggle eyes
paint brush
PVC pipe
Tacky glue
Paint front, back, and sides of each wooden shape green. Add coats as needed for
complete coverage, letting paint dry between coats. When dry, glue frog together with wooden
shapes as shown. Glue on wiggle eyes. When dry, draw mouth with marker as shown. Use the
end of the paintbrush handle to dab five yellow dots onto each cheek. Hot glue a piece of PVC
pipe onto back.
Found in Crafting Traditions SeptlOct 1999 pg 8
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May Sade !forest
Maple Leaf
Paint a wooden maple leaf a light green. Let dry. Paint veins in dark green. Let dry. Hot
glue a piece of PVC pipe to back.

Tree
Using patterns below, cut one tree top from green foam. Cut 1 trunk from brown foam.
Glue trunk to undersIde of tree top to form tree. Let dry. Hot glue a 2" woodend circle to back of
tree top. Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to drde.

Soar into a June Slide
Star
Using pattern cut 1 large star from cardboard and 1 large star from yellow foam. Cut 1
mad star from btue foam. Cut one small star from yellow foam. Glue large star and cardboard
together. Glue mad star to top of large star. (You can either match the points or offset the
points). Glue the small star to top of mad. star. Let dry. Hot glue a piece 01 PVC pipe to back.

Aliens!
Begin with a 2" stryfoam ball or other stryfoam shapes (try eggs or bells), add pompoms,
wiggle eyes, pipe cleaners, feathers, or any other material that can be used to decorate and
create an alien. Glue items on base to creat what you think an alien would look like. Use
straight pins to stablize and hold pieces while glue dries or use low·temp hot glue. Please
note: hot glue can and will melt stryfoam so use a low~temp hot glue gun to timit this. Hot glue
on a piece 01 PVC pipe.

Waves of Grain
Paint a Z- wooden circle light blue. Tie three small silk stalks of wheat together with
thread. Trim and arrange wheat to fit circle. (The wheat can go over edges of circle). Hot glue
wheat on to circt. Tie a sma" red ribbon into a bow. Hot gtuw the bow on top of the thread.
Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to back.

Red, White, and Blue Button
Paint the top third of a ~ wooden circle red. Let dry. Paint the middle third white. Let
dry. Paint the bottom third blue. Let dry. Paint the boy~s name, den number, or pack nlJmber
in the white section with black paint (or IJse a black permanent marker such as Scripta to
write). Let dry. I suggest that you varnish or shellac to protect the writing. Let dry. Hot glue

a piece of PVC pipe to back.

Tough August Slides
Sports
Choose a sports sticker to fit a Z' wooden circle. Paint wooden circle a background
color to match or compliment sticker. Let dry throughly. Using slightly water-down white glue,
paint back of sticker. Place sticker on circle. Position. Paint with white glue the entire surface
of circle including top of sticker. Glue wiU dry clear. Let dry throughly. Repeat application of
white glue. (the more coats of white glue the shiner the slide will be. 2 - 3 coats gives a nice
appearance) When dry hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to back.

Soccer
Paint a 2" wooden circle top and edges black. Let dry. Hot glue a soccer ball patch to
circle. Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to back. (Note: you can change the patch and the
backgrOUnd color to create a different slide)
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Stamp Collectors Gala
Use old cancel stamps that the Cub doesn't want. Paint wrong side of first stamp with
water-down white glue. Place on 2" wooden circle so it will overlap edge. Continue with
additional stamps overlapping edge and the stamps themselves until circle's edge is covered,
Cover center of circle with additional stamps overlapping ones on edge. Try to place a single
stamp tn center that is not overlap (it would be the last to place.) Note: the number of stamps
wilt depend on the size of each stamp. If you need to, trim stamp so when placed they will lie
flat. When circle is completely covered with stamps, gently paint entire surface with waterdown glue. Glue will dry clearty. Let dry throughly. Repeat application of glue two more
times letting dry through/y between coats. Let circle dry the final time. Hot glue a piece of
pvC pipe to back.

eSA
Hot glue a BSA temp patch to a wooden circle. Suggested patches to use - day or
resident camp patches, old event patches, or popcorn patches. Check your local BSA store for
old extra temp patches. Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to back.

·Blue Ribbon
Paint a 2" wooden circle blue. Let dry. Using 2" wide blue cloth ribbon hot glue edge
of ribbon to underside edge of circle ruffling ribbon as you go by pushing ribbon together. (Be
careful doing this, the hot glue is HOT!!I use a popsicle stick to push ribbon into place) Cut
two pieces of blue ribbon 2" long. Hot glue to bottom part of back of circle to hang down. Trim
ribbon by cutting upside down V into each end. Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe into the end.

Smile
Paint a 2" wooden circle yellow being sure to paint edges. Let dry. Glue on two Wiggle
eyes. Let dry. Paint in black a smile. Let dry. Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to back.

november Power Slide
Origami Pinwheel
Use 4" origami paper. Draw a diagonal line from one corner to another. Repeat with
other corners. Place a nickel in the center of the square. Trace around it. Cut each diagonal
line stopping at the outer edge to the drawn circle. Fold the one point from each side down in
sequence, overlapping them slightly at the center to form a pinwheel. Poke a small hole in the
center through all points and push a paper fastener through. Push fastner through a 2"
cardboard circle. Secure the corners down by opening the fastener on the back side. Hot glue
only the edges of the cardboard circle to another 2" cardboard circle or wooden circle. Be sure
to leave the paper fastner free to allow movement of pinwheel. Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to
back.

Lightbulb
Using pattern cut out 1 Iightbulb from yellow foam. Glue to a 2" wooden or cardboard
circle. Let dry. Using a gray or silver pipe cleaner, carefully wrap "socket" end of light bulb.
Start by hot glue end of pipe cleaner to back at top edge of socket Proceed to wrap down
socket until you reach the end.. Hot glue the end of the pipe cleaner on back- Hot glue a piece
of PVC pipe to back of circle.

Rudolph Reindeer
You wiU need two craft "no-roll" clothes pins. Glue clothes pins together with ends
going in opposite directions, one will be the legs; the other will be the face and antlers. Glue
two small wiggle eyes onto the face. Glue on a small red felt triangle for nose. If desire glue
on a small green bow .in the center of antler~ Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to back of legs.

Star of David
Using pattern cut out 1 star from blue foam and 1 star from cardboard. Grue together.
Let dry. Hot glue a piece of PVC pipe to back.

